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Apple Roses
All you do:

1.Prepare a bowl with water and lemon juice
2.Core apples and cut into paper thin slices
3.Leave the peels. Right away put the apples into a bowl with water and lemon juice so it doesn't change colors.
4.Microwave the apples in the bowl for 3 minutes, to make them softer. If you prefer than you can simmer it in a small pan
with water.
5.Unwrap the puff pastry on a counter lightly sprinkled with flour. Using a rolling pin stretch the dough a little, try to keep it
to a rectangular shape.
6.Cut the dough in 6 strips
7.Put 3 TBSP of apricot preserve and 2 TBSP of water in a bowl and microwave for 1 minute, so it will be easier to spread.
8 Spread the preserve on the dough. Preheat the oven to 350°F
9.Drain the apples; Place the apples on the dough,( with the round part out of the dough) sprinkle with cinnamon ( if you would
like).
10. Fold up the bottom part of the dough. Carefully roll, seal the edge, and put into a silicone muffin cup. (No need to grease
if it is silicone if its not make sure to grease it). Do the same for all 6 roses.
11. Bake at 375°F for about 40 – 45 minutes, until fully baked.
Note : Make sure the pastry is fully baked on the inside before removing it from the oven! If after 30 minutes the apples
on the top look fully baked, move it to a bottom rack for 10 – 15 minutes to avoid under cooking the puff pastry
Enjoy! You can send you pictures to osextra@shluchim.org

All you need:

1 Puff pastry sheet, thawed

2 red apples ( you can use whichever color you want)
Half Lemon, juice

1 TBSP of flour to sprinkle on the counter.
Cinnamon (optional)

Powdered sugar (optional)
Apricot preserves

By: Sara Faiga Blesofsky

Easy Questions
1.

Who
always
enjoys
poor
health?

2. What can't be
burned in fire,
nor drowned in
water?

3. When is a
door not a
door?

4. Why can't a
cook swallow
his apron?

Medium Questions
1. When may a
man's coat
pocket be
empty, and yet
have something
in it?

2. There is a clerk
at the butcher
shop, he is five
feet ten inches tall,
and he wears size
13 sneakers. He
has a wife and 2
kids. What does
he weigh?

3. No matter
how little or how
much you use
me, you change
me every
month. What
am I?

4. What
language does
a billboard
speak?

Hard Questions
1. A boy was
born In 1955 he
just had his
18th birth day
today how did
that happen

2. Whoever
makes it, tells it
not. Whoever
takes it, knows
it not. And
whoever knows
it wants it not

4. What word
3. What is the
next 3 letters in
this riddle? o t t
ffss___

starting with BR,
that with the
addition of the
letter E, becomes
another word that
sounds the same
as the first?

Funny riddles
1. What is the
best thing to put
into pies?

2. Why did the

jelly roll?

3. What does a
newspaper
reporter use to
dry himself after
his shower?

4. Which is the
largest room in
the world?

Easy Answers
2. Ice
1.

A doctor

3. When it is
ajar

4. Because it
was against its
stomach

Medium Answers
1. When it has a
hole

2. Meat

3. A calendar

4. Sign
Language

Hard Answers
1. 1955 was the
hospital room

2. Counterfeit
money

3. e n t. Each
letter is the first
letter in
numbers 1-10

4. Braking and
Breaking

Funny riddles answers
1. Your teeth

2. He saw the

apple turn over

3. Paper towels

4. The room for
improvement
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Answer:
Enjoy the end of school

guide:

CODE
Use guide to figure it out

OPTICAL ILLUSIONS

By,
Mussia
Zwiebel

Recap: The girls decide to investigate. They go to what used to be Golden jewels and find a small button that fell off a shirt, but
they don't know where to go from there

Upon further examination, it was discovered that there was tiny tiny words on the button which said Ramii Exclusive. When they
searched it up, they found out it was a rare company that was very expensive and you canon online. Freida took the notebook
and wrote on the page that was titled About the Criminal and wrote, very rich, does not need the jewelry for money. So what
does he need it for? She knew she ended off with a question, which she hoped they would answer quickly.
The next day after school they both went back to where Golden used to stand and ducked under the tape. They had brought
shovels and started digging through the mud, “Hey Freida, I found something! Something major!” Freida ran over. Bracha was
holding a tiny, tiny, scrap of paper that said ‘ESH’ and had a few, barely legible numbers and letters and signs, it looked like
“Eukra. 2908. C=XZXZ251” the girls put the paper in the bag, looking very, very, confused. They looked for a little while but didnt
find anything. They went to Frieda's house and copied the code down into the notebook sectioned clues. They searched up
Eukra but couldn’t find anything helpful. “Hey!” Freida suddenly called out, “2908 looks like a address number, maybe Eukra is a
street!” they followed up on this and searched up ‘2908 Eukra ST’, ‘2908 Eukra DR’, ‘2908 Eukra AVE’ and ‘2908 Eukra PKWY’.
Parkway was successful and a picture came up of a small, cute, pale yellow house. “Wait a second,” Bracha said slowly, “it
seems like Eukra Parkway is just five blocks or so from my house. I kinda recognize the place because we sometimes go to a
park a little further down and we bike past this place. Yup, there’s the mailbox with a huge clown on it which my brother Meir
bumped into” Freida looked happily surprised, “great so we know the way! So far we know that there is SOMETHING that has to
do with an address 2908 Eukra Parkway!” Bracha still looked perturbed, “whats C=XZXZ251?” Freida shrugged, “I dunno, but if
we go tomorrow we can see!”

~~~
“Hello?”
“It’s me”
“What do you want”
“I can’t find it”
“Find what?”
“The paper with the safe house information on it”
“And- and the code?”
“Yes”
“You better find it, or else…”
The voice on the other end didn’t need to finish, for they both knew too well what was capable of happening
~~~~
“G’morning!” Bracha waved to Freida, Freida ran over to her, “hey Bracha! How was your sleep?”
“Same same, yours?”
Freida shrugged, “same”
The two girls grinned, and walked off to class.
“So who can tell me, what did Yehoshua tell the Yidden to do when they hear the Shofar?” Morah Blonstien, the girls Navi teacher
looked around, many girls were raising their hands, she looked at Freida Stein, she had been quiet the whole day and didn’t raise
her hand now. “Freida?” Freida jumped, “s-s-sorry what was the question?” Morah Blonstien sighed, “please try to pay attention
Freida. Esther?” and Freida went back into her thoughts. the Navi lesson went on, but for Freida, she was still lost in her thoughts.

“Ready to go?” Bracha asked Freida after school, Freida looked slightly nervous but nodded, “Great, lets go!” the girls got
their bikes and went off.
“2908 Eukra Parkway” Freida read off the paper, “so I guess this is it”. The two girls looked up at the house. It was the
same small yellow house with a porch in the front that they had seen online. All the shutters were closed and it looked as
though at had been abandoned and not used in years. The yellow paint was peeling, the grass in the front was full of
weeds and was unkempt. “So what now?” Freida asked Bracha, Bracha shrugged, “ ‘Guess we knock”. The girls gingerly
knocked, not sure what to expect, after about a minute of knocking with no answer the girls shrugged and, with a
backwards glance biked off.
“Well that was a fail” Bracha commented. They were sitting in Bracha’s bedroom, munching on cookies, and trying to
figure out where to go from there. The girls had the piece of paper down on the table, along with the notebook with all the
information. “Yup, you could say that again” Frieda said, staring for the trillionth time at the paper, “C=XZXZ251, what
could that mean?” She wrote it down in the notebook in big letters studying each one individually” suddenly Bracha
looked up, “hey! That reminds me of the code to my house, letters and numbers! Maybe that’s the code to the house!”
Frieda's face brightened up, “now there's a idea! I didn’t see a code but I’m sure there could be one ‘round the back!” the
two girls made up to meet the next day and Frieda went off.
The girls knocked a few times without a answer before nervously doing the code, “I hope there is no alarm” Bracha
whispered, as her hands shakingly entered each number, Frieda could just nod. They entered the code and the door slowly
creeped opened, they listened for a beep beep that they were familiar with from opening the door when the alarm was still
on in their own homes and were relieved not to hear it.

The room that they walked into seemed to be a living room. There was two old armchairs with a matching love seat, and a small coffee table in
the middle. The two girls continued on to the next rooms, yet they found nothing interesting except for a paper on which was written The day has
arisen, 25 since the previous, attended is Dog and Cat, the fire has arisen and the wealth has as well, smile, just 25 days, flying, flying away, far
away, 25 days. - Lion. The girls took the paper and ran back home.
~~~
“Someone's been in the house”
“NO, who?”
“I assume someone found the paper with the address”
“But it was coded!”
“I lost the de-coded one”
“YOU-”
“I tried!”
“What did you see on the cameras?”
“It was unclear, but it seemed like two kids, or very short adults”
“Gender?”
“Female”
“You’ve got 3 weeks, they’ll be back. Prepare a trap, take them to the hideout, and interrogate them. Did they take anything?”
*Gulp* “th-the paper”
“The Paper?”
“Ye-yes bu-but it was coded”
“Everything?”
“Not the numbers”
“You. Will. Pay.”
~~

“Li-i-on” Freida finished writing in the notebook, Bracha jumped up from her bed and paced around the room, “what could it
mean, what could it mean…” Freida looked up, “there’s probably another piece of paper, we should go back and look” Bracha
was surprised, “I thought you didn’t like this!” Freida shrugged, “by now I’m too curious” Bracha nodded “sure, lets go tomorrow
after school” Frieda smiled and high-fived.
The girls opened the door to the house the next day, slightly less nervous, they walked straight to where the paper was and out
of nowhere 5 people in masks with guns came out, they blindfolded the girls and gagged them before shoving them outside into
a car and zooming off
To be continued...

By, MoUsSiA ZwiEBel
Shlucha Spotlight
FeAtuRInG………. GolDIe CUniN!!

Moussia Zwiebel: Hey! Today we’re gonna be interviewing
Goldie Cunin!!!
Hey Goldie! Where are you on Shluchos?
Goldie Cunin: Reno, Nevada

MZ:Cool!! Never heard of that place, How far do the closest Shluchim
live?
GC: Around an hour and a half away, Actually they live in California!
MZ: Wow! That’s pretty far! What grade are you in?
GC: I’m in 2nd grade, G2 WT

Shlucha Spotlight By, MoUsSiA ZwiEBel
FeAtuRInG………. GolDIe CUniN!!
MZ: How many sibling do you have?
GC: 9 including me.
MZ: Wow! KA”H, What number are you in your family?
GC: i’m the 2nd to youngest, so the 8th
MZ: WOW!!!! When did you start going to online school?
GC: I started when i was 5, in Gan

MZ: Wow! That’s so cool! What do you like doing in your free time?
GC: I like reading, and stuff like that….
MZ: Cool! Me too! What’s your favorite part of SOS?
GC:Parsha class!
MZ: OMG! Me too!! Can you guys get Kosher food where you live?
GC: No, not really :(

Shlucha Spotlight By, MoUsSiA ZwiEBel
FeAtuRInG………. GolDIe CUniN!!
MZ: Awww, Don’t worry we can’t either get
kosher food here, anyway, what's
something cool about Reno?
GC:Well there’s a lot of snow and
mountains, also a lot of nature.
MZ: Wow! That’s so cool! Well, Thanks so
much for sharing this! Sounds like you
have a really cool Shluchos!!!!

Snapple Facts

REAL FACT #10
Mosquitoes are
attracted to people
who just ate
bananas

REAL FACT #153
The speed limit in
NYC was 8 mph in
1895

REAL FACT #251
There is more
French restaurants
in New York City
then in Paris

REAL FACT #196
If you doubled
one penny every
day for 30 days
you would have
$5,368,709

REAL FACT #69
No word in the
English dictionary
rhymes with month

REAL FACT #718
Strawberries
have a average
of 200 seeds

We finished our 3rd Perek
in Chumash and have
been working super hard
on many things - but fitting
with the time of year the
girls have been super
mindful about Ahavas
Yisroel. We are looking to
compliment one another
on different things we
notice.

G3-ET made beautiful
napkin rings for Pesach.
We made them using
tissue paper and
pipe-cleaners and I am
sure that they made the
Yom Tov table feel more
festive and spring like.

In G4-5WT Chumesh class they
are learning so much and gaining
so many skills while having fun.
They are already translating
Pasukim on their own and working
to understand Rashi's. A favorite
activity is creating Shoresh cards
which are presented to the class.
They also learn a lot of Chumesh
through group projects and
activities. This week the girls
received their Shaar Hakavod
chocolate bars in the mail, Each
student that received their
chocolate went above the “bar” of
excellence in Chumesh Class.
They are working hard on their
end of the year project and looking
forward to have a blast the last few
weeks.

Here’s a great, yummy and simple craft you can do at your Lag
B'omer celebrations whether for your chabad house or with your
siblings

What you need:
Premade Chocolate cupcake
5 Mini Pretzel Sticks
Red frosting
How you make it:
1. Using a tip, apply your red frosting on the cupcake
2. Arrange the pretzels in a teepee sticking it slightly into the cupcake
It doesn’t take more then a few minutes and everyone has fun. If you
want to pick it up a notch, add some orange or yellow frosting on top
of the red for a more fire-y look.
Dont forget to send pictures to osextra@shluchim.org

